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Bad and good  
news



Bad news,  
good traffic
 
 

Putin’s mobilization, announced in Russia for the 
first time in 80 years, frightened people around the 
world and once again blew up traffic of The Moscow 
Times.
For the English-language site, September was the 
second most successful month in the publication’s 
30-year history: 60.44 million page views (up from 
only March 2022).
The Russian-language site audience more than 
doubled to 29.12 million page views in September, 
exceeding 1 million unique visitors per month for the 
first time. Most important, almost all of this growth 
came from readers inside Russia.
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The Moscow Times 
is read in every 
country in the world!
 
 

The Russian-language website moscowtimes.ru is 
blocked in Russia, as are its two mirrors, but the third 
mirror still works without being blocked. And that is 
where we direct traffic from Russian-language social 
networks. 

In September 2022, according to Google Analytics, 
71.75% of readers of The Moscow Times in Russian 
were in Russia. In fact this number is more than 
80%: again, according to Google Analytics, in 
September The Moscow Times was read in Russian 
by residents of 201 countries (that’s more than the 
UN member states). Of course, most of these readers 
are Russian residents who accessed our site via VPNs.



On September 25th, we conducted a poll in the 
Russian-language Telegram of The Moscow 
Times. 5222 subscribers responded to the 
question “Are you going to leave Russia after 
mobilization is announced?” 

Russian readers, 
what are they going 
to do?

And this is how the answers were distributed, %
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I'll leave 
as soon as I can

I'm staying because
it's my country

I left before
the war

I will stay
and fight the current

government

I just left

I will stay and fight Russia's
external enemies



The grows  
in Telegram

Telegram is the most powerful social network 
for Russia. The Moscow Times’ main channel 
set a record for growth in September, adding 
more than 6,000 subscribers and surpassing 
the 26,000 mark. In September, The Moscow 
Times partnered with a third Telegram channel, 
Faridaily (29,000+ subscribers). And now we 
have the main channel The Moscow Times 
(general news and features), VPost (finance 
and economics, 20,000+ subscribers), Faridaily 
(politics and investigations), and we use them 
for cross-marketing and faster growth. We 
intend to reach 100,000 subscribers by the end 
of the year.

20 000 +

VPost 

The Moscow Times 

Faridaily

Total 

26 000 +

29 000 +

75 000 +



The first attack  
to The Moscow Times 
in Telegram

The Moscow Times in Russian is becoming more and 
more visible and influential in Russia, and in September 
we got another proof of that. On the same day that Putin 
announced the mobilization in Russia, we posted a poll in 
the TMT Telegram channel asking our readers whether they 
supported the mobilization or not.

An hour after it started, according to Telegram statistics, 
we saw a surge of “supporters of war and mobilization” 
(thousands of votes). This dramatically reversed the course 
of the poll, and instead of overwhelming disagreement 
(over 95%), the poll was skewed in favor of supporters of 
mobilization in an instant. 

These slides show the traditional dynamics of readers’ interest 
in the Telegram post (right) and the dynamics of interest in 
the survey with a sharp and abnormal increase in views.



The first arrest of our 
correspondent in Russia

Since the start of the war, articles by all journalists of 
The Moscow Times Russian Service have been published 
anonymously. But when communicating with sources, 
journalists identify themselves. On September 17, The 
Moscow Times journalist Kirill Ponomarev was detained in 
the Belgorod region while preparing a story about refugees 
from Ukraine. He was held in police custody for about a day 
and only allowed to see his lawyer the next day. Federal 
Security Service officers scanned all of Kirill’s electronic 
devices and then released him. He was fined 500 rubles ($10) 
for “hooliganism”. We urgently evacuated Kirill to Armenia, 
where he will continue his cooperation with The Moscow 
Times. 



As the academic year begins, the TMT Lecture Series 
continues at universities. Zhanna Agalakova, star of 
Russia’s state-run TV Channel One, who resigned 
from television after the war began and returned state 
honors to Putin, gave her lecture Making Putin Great 
(Again and Again) at Maastricht University. 

The next lectures in October will be given by iStories 
and DOXA editors at the universities of Brno and 
Bologna. The Moscow Times publishes video 
recordings of these lectures in English and Russian on 
its websites and social networks.

TMT Lecture 
series continues



All members of the Coalition of Russian Independent 
Media - TV Dozhd, Meduza, The Moscow Times and 
the new regional project NeMoskva - still have to deal 
with problems related to relocation. Nevertheless, our 
joint plans remain unchanged and are gradually being 
implemented. In October, the TV Dozhd will finish 
building its own studio in Amsterdam, which means 
that our idea of a unified newsroom is becoming real.

Coalition of Russian 
Independent Media 
develops



Thank you for supporting
independent journalism!


